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Abstract. With this paper we present a brief overview of selected promi­
nent approaches to rule frameworks and formal rule languages for the 
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1 Introduction 
This survey paper presents a short overview of selected more or less prominent 
approaches to rule frameworks and formal rule languages for the representation 
of and reasoning with various kinds of uncertain, imprecise or ambiguous infor­
mation. These properties of information are quite diﬀerent and knowledge may 
be aﬀected by one or more of them at the same time. After Smets ([25]), the 
term “imperfection”will be used as a general concept encompassing all kinds 
of them, since “uncertainty”, which is also sometimes used in a general way, is 
actually a speciﬁc type of imperfection. 
The knowledge an agent has about the world can often be conveniently en­
coded using formulas expressed in some logic-based language. In classical logic, 
a formula is either true or false. However, in many practical cases the truth of a 
formula might be unknown, unclear or uncertain, in which case we cannot assign 
it a deﬁnite truth value. 
There are many possible reasons for such imperfect knowledge. Several attempts 
to outline the diﬀerences and classify them in a standard framework exist: among 
them, the already cited survey by Smets [25] but also, for example [11, 15, 17]. 
More recently, the W3C Incubator Group on Uncertainty Reasoning for the Web 
has deﬁned an ontology (see [4]) for the representation of imperfection of infor­
mation on the Web which is to some degree resembled in this paper. Even if there 
is much philosophical debate, it is generally accepted that such imperfection can 
take on the following major forms (among others): 
Uncertainty derives from a lack of knowledge about a fact or an event, be it 
past, present or future, even if the actual state of the world is known to belong 
to some set of alternatives. Uncertainty may be aleatory, i.e. intrinsically 
present in some random phenomenon so that the knowledge gap cannot be 
ﬁlled, or epistemic, i.e. due to a partial ignorance of the agent, for example 
because of missing, questionable or inconsistent data. Often, but not always, 
the degree of uncertainty can be measured in some statistical, objective way. 
In the epistemic case, or whenever a subjective judgement is adopted, the 
degree of uncertainty is typically denoted as the degree of belief of some 
agent in a statement. But the subjective belief of an agent can of course also 
comprise statistical information. 
Imprecision arises when knowledge is as complete as it can be, but the terms 
used to denote it do not allow to identify the entity that are being referred 
in a precise and univocal way. This imprecision may lead to ambiguity, when 
there is more than one possible interpretation, approximation, when a class of 
entities is collapsed into one representative, and vagueness, when the bound­
aries of the deﬁnition of a concept are relaxed - usually fuzziﬁed - in some way. 
Inconsistency is a property of a knowledge base with conﬂicting information, 
such that there is no possible world it can describe. Conﬂicts have to be 
resolved, usually removing, ignoring or modifying part or all the conﬂicting 
information. Inconsistency may be a symptom of incorrect or noisy informa­
tion. But of course there is possibly also erroneous information which does 
not lead to any (apparent) inconsistency. In this survey, we do not consider 
formal frameworks for inconsistency handling. 
Notice that an imperfect representation of knowledge may be more concise, 
robust and less expensive to obtain than its perfect version. Consider for example 
the age-related version of the Sorite Paradox : if a person is young on one day, 
they will also be young the day after, until the day when they will be old. This 
is a paradox in classical logic unless a diﬀerent adjective is deﬁned for every day 
in the life of a person, but is perfectly acceptable in fuzzy logic, where one single 
property, “young”, has a truth degree that varies continuously with age. Given 
the variety of sources, most knowledge based systems are likely to have to deal 
with some type of imperfection in the data they process: moreover, given the ro­
bustness/conciseness trade-oﬀ, a system handling imperfection without ignoring 
is more applicable and powerful than an idealized system which simply prunes 
away uncertainty and imprecision. Of all the possible applications, we will dis­
cuss an example class, chosen because it is usually a domain of traditional (from 
a logical point of view), i.e., ”perfect” rule-based systems: 
Complex Event Processing (CEP) is an emerging approach [19] based on the 
concept of event, that is here, a message notifying that some state has changed 
in a system at a certain time. Many real-world systems (e.g. a stock markets in 
ﬁnance, a plant in chemistry, a human body in medicine, . . . ) generate dozens 
of such events of diﬀerent types at high frequencies, but only a few are usually 
relevant at a given time. The challenge, then, is to ﬁlter, sort and analyze the 
events, possibly aggregating them in higher order events at diﬀerent abstraction 
levels, so to extract only the relevant information. Uncertain formal rules can 
be used to reason about such events, and reaction rules are particularly suitable 
in the context of CEP since they can be used to trigger actions (including the 
generation of new events) when the current events match their preconditions. 
Event processing, however, may be aﬀected by imperfection in diﬀerent ways: 
–	 If some events are partially unobservable, there may be uncertainty due to 
the missing data. Moreover, the conditions used to detect a complex event 
from simpler ones may not be certain (i.e. when detecting the insurgence 
of a disease from its symptoms). Finally, all event-based predictions are 
intrinsically uncertain. 
–	 Events may be reported with imprecision, e.g. because the measurements 
are unreliable. It may also be convenient, if not necessary, to express some 
constraints - especially the temporal ones - with some degree of vagueness 
(e.g., event A happens more or less contemporarily with event B). 
–	 There may be unexpected, conﬂicting combinations of events, especially in 
case of failures. 
Being a relatively novel discipline, not many real-world applications of imperfect 
CEP exist yet, possibly because commercial rule-based systems are eﬃcient at 
handling imprecision, especially in the fuzzy case, but still have serious limitation 
when processing uncertainty. 
A further set of examples and case studies related to uncertain and imprecise 
information on the Web can be found in [4], along with a discussion on possible 
solution approaches. 
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 deals with dif­
ferent models of imperfection, such as fuzzy sets and probability theory, focusing 
on how they have been applied to extend traditional logics in the formalization 
of rules. Section 3 discusses whether and how mainstream rule-based systems, 
both academic and commercial, support imperfect rules. 
2 Probabilistic and Possibilistic Reasoning with Rules 
The diﬀerent types of imperfection are the domains of diﬀerent theories: in par­
ticular, uncertainty is typically handled using probabilistic approaches, while 
possibilistic ones are used for imprecision. The theoretical backgrounds are far 
beyond the scope of this work, so the main techniques will just be recalled brieﬂy, 
to focus more properly on their application in logic. 
2.1 Probabilistic Approaches 
Probability Theory 
Probability theory is the mathematical theory of random events. The proba­
bility of an event A is represented by a real number ranging from 0 (impossible 
event) to 1 (certain event), and is usually denoted as Pr(A). If uncertainty is 
aleatory, this probability is normally estimated using a ”frequentist” approach, 
by repeating observations of events in long-run experiments and choosing the 
ratio of favorable outcomes over the total number of experiments as the proba­
bility. In contrast to this view, with the Bayesian or epistemic interpretation of 
probability, which is the underlying theory for most approaches in Artiﬁcial In­
telligence (especially in Machine Learning), probability is a measure of the belief 
in some hypothesis which is not necessarily grounded in any physical properties 
or empirical observations (but could be). Under this view, for a rational agent, 
probability is typically grounded in terms of betting behavior: Pr(A) is here 
the amount of money that a rational agent would be indiﬀerent to betting on 
the occurrence of event A. In order to calculate probabilities, an agent typically 
starts with some personal prior belief, which is then progressively updated using 
the application of Bayes’ rule as new information is acquired. 
Various logics with support for probabilistic reasoning (purely statistical ap­
proaches as well as Bayesian reasoning) have been developed. In the following, 
we will present a subset of those ﬁrst-order languages which are able to represent 
logical rules in the sense of Horn clauses (see below). Our survey does not aim 
at a complete or representative list of such formal frameworks, but just at a list 
of hopefully interesting example approaches and as a starting point for further 
reading. 
One of the most simple languages for rules, and the core of RuleML [2], is 
Datalog [8]. A Datalog program allows to contain rules, that is, clauses (disjunc­
tions of literals) with at most one positive literal (Horn clauses), with certain 
restrictions (see below). Rules can thus be written in the form H ←− B1 ∧...∧Bn, 
where H and the Bi are atoms (the Datalog notation follows that of Prolog and 
is thus slightly diﬀerent). 
So-called extensional predicates are fully deﬁned in an extensional manner by 
lists of facts (positive ground unit clauses). Intensional predicates are in con­
trast deﬁned entirely by rules. Extensional predicates correspond to relations 
(”tables”) in extensional databases, intensional predicates correspond to inten­
sional database relations. The diﬀerence between these two type of predicates 
in Datalog becomes very important for probabilistic extensions of Datalog, as 
explained further below. 
Datalog can be seen both as a deductive database system (a database system 
which can derive new data (facts) using logical inference) and as a Prolog-like 
logic language. But in contrast to Prolog, functions within terms are not allowed, 
and every variable in the head of a clause must also appear in the body of this 
clause (so-called safe rules or range-restricted rules). Variants of Datalog such 
as stratiﬁed Datalog imply further restrictions. Datalog allows for very eﬀective 
query evaluation, and queries are ensured to terminate. Its expressivity covers 
relational algebra (roughly: the core of SQL), but goes beyond it, by means of 
so-called recursive queries. 
Probabilistic Datalog (DatalogP ) [13] is an extension of Datalog which ad­
ditionally allows for the probabilistic weighting of facts (but not - extensionally 
- of rules). Informally, the idea here is that each ground fact corresponds to an 
event in the sense of probability theory, and rules allow for boolean combinations 
of events and their probabilities. However, naively applied, this approach would 
lead to inconsistencies and other problems, since probability theory is not truth-
functional, that is, values of complex expressions are not necessarily functions of 
the values of the constituents of these expressions. This is a problem which all 
formal approaches which aim for a combination of probability theory and logical 
calculi need to be aware of. 
The semantics of DatalogP programs is a probabilistic possible-world seman­
tics. ”Possible worlds” correspond to subsets of the least Herbrand model of the 
respective Datalog program, and a probability structure provides a probability 
distribution over all possible worlds. This uncertainty enabled possible-world 
semantics is typically - but not always - used for probabilistic logics, and re­
ﬂects the aforementioned view of probabilities as degrees of belief. Essentially, a 
possible-world semantics assigns probabilities to propositions, and the probabil­
ity of a certain proposition is the probability of the set of possible worlds where 
this particular proposition is true. 
In order to deal with the absence of truth functionality, DatalogP follows 
two alternative directions: basic DatalogP yields probability intervals instead of 
”point” probabilities in case of derived event expressions (which are not given ex­
plicitly as probabilistically annotated ground facts) in order to reﬂect incomplete 
knowledge about event independence, which is the actual cause of lack of truth-
functionality of probabilistic calculi. Alternatively, DatalogPID (”DatalogP with 
independence assumptions”) makes the quite strong assumption of universal 
event independence, that is Pr(e1 ∧ e2) = Pr(e1) Pr(e2) for any events e1 and· 
e2. Under this assumption boolean combinations of the constituents of proba­
bilistic event expressions become possible. Please ﬁnd technical details in [13]. 
Approaches which combine Description Logics for the Semantic Web with 
Datalog/Prolog-like logic programming (and thus full rules as deﬁned above) 
are described in the next section. 
Whereas the logics described so far are subsets of ﬁrst-order logic, in [14], 
Halpern presents three diﬀerent probabilistic (full) ﬁrst-order languages L1, L2, 
and L3. Basic DatalogP is a subset of L2. All three languages have a very ex­
pressive syntax, allowing for, e.g., probabilistically-weighted arbitrary ﬁrst-order 
formulas (including rules in the sense of Horn clauses) and conditional probabili­
ties. However, they are undecidable and their relevance is largely theoretical and 
important mainly because of their inﬂuence on historically newer and practically 
more relevant languages. 
Formulas of L1 take the basic form of wx(ϕ) ≥ pr, where ϕ is a ﬁrst-order for­
mula and pr is a probability. This syntax is more or less identical to the syntax 
of Bacchus’ logic Lp [6]. The semantics is quite similar, but not identical. The 
informal meaning of the statement form above is ”The probability that a ran­
domly chosen object x in the domain satisﬁes ϕ is at least pr”. This means that 
we do here (and also for Lp) not encounter a possible-world semantics here, but 
instead a ”statistical semantics” (or more appropriate: domain-frequency seman­
tics) which puts a probability distribution over the domain of discourse. This 
semantics is an implementation of the empirical interpretation of probabilities 
mentioned at the beginning of this section. Probabilities reﬂect here ”objective” 
statistical proportions or frequencies. 
In contrast, L2 uses a possible-world semantics. The syntactical form of L2 
formulas is lb ≤ ϕ ≤ up, where lp is the lower bound for the probability of ϕ 
and up is the upper bound. The semantics works much like that of DatalogP , 
only that ϕ is not restricted to facts. 
Both approaches can be converted into each other - however, to understand 
better what the practical diﬀerence between these two languages respectively 
their semantics is, and why a degree-of-belief semantics is not appropriate in 
certain cases, and domain-frequency semantics is not adequate in other case, we 
look at the following example (taken from [14]): 
Suppose one would like to formalize the two statements ”The probability 
that a randomly chosen bird is greater than 0.9” and ”The probability that 
Tweety (which is a bird) can ﬂy is greater than 0.9”, using some ﬁrst-order 
probabilistic languages. For the second statement, a possible-world semantics 
which assigns a probability of 0.9 or higher to the set of those worlds in which 
Tweety can ﬂy seems appropriate. However, the ﬁrst statement cannot simply 
be formalized using a possible-world semantics, at least not in a straightforward 
way [14, 6]. A seeming way (among others which do not work very well) would 
be to attach probability 0.9 to the worlds in which ∀xBird(x) → Flies(x) holds. 
However, if in all worlds there is at least a single bird which does not ﬂy, and 
so the probability of this statement is zero, it could still be the case that the 
probability that a randomly chosen bird ﬂies is greater than 0.9. In contrast 
to the possible-world semantics, a domain-frequency semantics can represent 
the ﬁrst statement without problems, but would on the other hand have in 
certain contexts problems with the representation of statements like the second 
statement above [14, 6]. 
In order to allow for a simultaneous reasoning with both views of probability, 
Halpern introduces the language L3. It allows statements such as 
w(wx(Flies(x)|Bird(x)) > .99) < 2 ∧ w(wx(Flies(x)|Bird(x)) > .9) > .95, 
hence combining the syntactical features of L1 and L2. What essentially hap­
pens here is that agents can hold degrees of beliefs about statistically uncertain 
statements. 
While Bayesian networks (also called belief networks) are able to represent 
a sort of event-conditional rules, and certain variations of Bayesian networks 
encode causal rules, they work only on a propositional level, and thus do not fall 
into our scope of interest. However, several formal approaches exist which ex­
tend Bayesian networks with ﬁrst-order capabilities (relations). Bayesian logic 
programs (BLP) [16] for example can be seen as a generalization of Bayesian 
networks and logic programming, implementing a possible-world semantics. The 
logic component of BLP consists of so-called Bayesian clauses. A Bayesian clause 
is a rule of the form A|A1, ..., An, where each Ai is a universally quantiﬁed 
Bayesian atom. The main diﬀerence between Bayesian clauses and ordinary 
clauses (apart from the use of | instead of : − as in Prolog or Datalog rules) is that 
the Bayesian atoms have values from a ﬁnite domain instead of boolean values. 
In addition to Bayesian clauses, a BLP consists of a set of conditional proba­
bility distributions over Bayesian clauses c (encoding Pr(head(c)|body(c))) and 
so-called combining rules in order to retrieve a combined conditional probability 
distribution from the combination of the multiple diﬀerent conditional probabil­
ity distributions. From a BLP a Bayesian network can be easily computed and 
then queried using standard Bayesian inference. Another prominent example for 
relational extensions of Bayesian Networks are Probabilistic Relational Models 
(PRMs). However, they cannot express arbitrary quantiﬁed ﬁrst-order rules. 
Multi-entity Bayesian networks (MEBNs) [18] are another example for a 
formal framework which integrates ﬁrst-order logic with Bayesian probability 
theory. In contrast to most other ”relational Bayesian” approaches, they have 
full ﬁrst-order representation power. 
Stochastic Logic Programs (SLPs) [21] are sets of rules in form of range-
restricted clauses labeled with probabilities. The resulting annotated rules are 
called stochastic clauses. The semantics of SLPs assigns a probability distribu­
tion to the atoms of each predicate in the Herbrand base of a program. SLPs 
are a generalization of Hidden Markov Models as well as stochastic grammars to 
ﬁrst-order logic programming, and are expressive enough to encode (undirected) 
Bayesian networks. SLPs cannot only be manually constructed, but also learned 
using a combination of Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) and stochastic pa­
rameter estimation [21]. 
Stochastic Logic Programs encode a sort of domain-frequency semantics. It can 
be shown, however, that SLPs (respectively, BLPs) can be translated into BLPs 
(respectively, extended SLPs) [23]. 
A quite recent approach to the combination of ﬁrst-order logic and prob­
abilistic theory are Markov Logic Networks (MLNs) [24]. A MLN is a set of 
(unrestricted) ﬁrst-order formulas with a weight (not a probability) attached to 
each formula. MLNs are used as ”templates” from which Markov networks are 
constructed. Markov networks are graphical models for the joint distribution of 
a set of random variables, allowing to express conditional dependencies Bayesian 
networks cannot represent, and vice versa. The (ground) Markov network gen­
erated from the MLN then determines a probability distribution over possible 
worlds, and is used to compute probabilities of restricted formulas using proba­
bilistic inference. Machine learning algorithms allow to learn the formula weights 
in MLNs from relational databases. 
2.2 Dealing with Imprecision: Possibilistic Theories 
Fuzzy Sets 
Fuzzy sets [27] are sets X whose elements x have varying degrees of mem­
bership, evaluated by a membership function µ : X �→ [0, 1]. Fuzzy sets can be 
used to deﬁne concepts with vagueness (e.g. “old”, “tall”) and reason with and 
over them. If the membership degree can’t be estimated precisely, higher order 
fuzzy sets can be deﬁned, which meta-membership degrees are, in turn, fuzzy 
sets over the domain of membership degrees themselves, [0, 1]. 
The concept of fuzziﬁcation, i.e. extension with vagueness, can been applied 
to many contexts, including logic. 
Fuzzy Logic in a Narrow Sense 
The fuzziﬁcation of ﬁrst-order logic can be obtained directly by extending 
the underlying algebraic structure. In boolean FOL true and false are the only 
allowed truth values for a formula: one can obtain a fuzzy version of this logic 
assuming that the truth value is a member of a lattice (a partially ordered set in 
which any two elements always have a unique supremum and inﬁmum), which 
in practice is usually the unit interval [0, 1]. 
Like in classical logic, the formulas are still built from atoms using connectives 
and quantiﬁers, but their evaluation is delegated to complex operators which 
generalize the boolean ones. To preserve an axiomatic structure, only a minimal 
set of operators is deﬁned primitively (e.g. the implication and the negation → 
¬), while the others are derived according to the canonical deﬁnitions (e.g. ¬x ∨ 
y x y). The choice of the implication operator is strictly connected to the ⇔ →
choice of the conjunction operator �, implemented using a triangular norm, a 
commutative, associative, monotonic binary map on [0, 1] having 1 as neutral 
element: in fact, it holds that x � z ≤ y ⇔ z ≤ (x → y). 
Interestingly, there is not a unique choice for �, so, given the mutual depen­
dencies, there exist families of operators and thus diﬀerent logics according to 
which operators and how they are deﬁned. However, it has been shown that all 
alternatives can be reduced to three basic t-norms, namely minimum, product 
and Lukasiewicz. 
The operators, in any case, are truth functional, which makes evaluation 
computable eﬃciently. The truth value of the atoms may be given as a fact, or 
evaluated using the equivalent of a membership function operating on its argu­
ments: afterwards, operators are applied to determine the truth value of formu­
las. For these reasons, these “mathematical”fuzzy logics are special instances of 
many-valued logic. A complete discussion can be found in [?]. 
Fuzzy Logic in a Broader Sense 
When Zadeh deﬁned fuzzy logic ([?]), he was more interested in adopting a 
formalism close to the way people think and express concepts than in deﬁning a 
formal extension of mathematical logic. This vision led to the deﬁnition of lin­
guistic variables, which values are fuzzy sets over a speciﬁc domain. For example, 
the variable age may have young, mature and old as values, all fuzzy sets over, 
say, the integer interval 0..100. This allows to write conjunctive, horn-like rules 
having the form “if X1 is A1 and . . . and Xn is An then Y is B ”. Tipically, several 
rules entailing information on Y are written and then combined disjunctively. 
In order to apply the rules, the quantitative inputs x (e.g. the age of a person) 
are fuzziﬁed using, for example, a membership function. The fuzziﬁed variables 
are matched against the qualitative constraints in the rules to entail the fuzzy 
conclusions Y , again fuzzy sets, which are defuzziﬁed to obtain a quantitative 
output value. It has been shown (e.g. see again [?]) that a set of such fuzzy rules 
is equivalent to a local, declarative approximation of a relation Πj
n 
=1Xj �→ Y . 
For this reason, fuzzy logic has been widely applied to the control of complex, 
nonlinear systems. 
Possibility theory In possibility theory [10], a possibility distribution asso­
ciates a value π(x) ∈ [0, 1] to each element x in a set of alternatives X. This 
value measures the compatibility of x with the actual state of the world. Unlike 
probability theory, where relative odds are considered, in possibility theory each 
individual is considered separately: in fact, the possibility Π(A) associated to a 
set A is given by max(π(x)) : x ∈ A. The dual concept of possibility is necessity, 
deﬁned by negating the possibility of the complementary: N(A) = 1 − Π(A). 
Possibility can be physical or epistemic, depending whether objective or subjec­
tive factors are taken into account when deﬁning π. Notice that the membership 
function of a fuzzy set can be considered a possibility distribution on its domain, 
given the only knowledge that the actual state of the world belongs to the set. 
3 Mainstream Software Tools and Standards 
The (Semantic) Web is a heterogeneous software environment in which many 
systems and frameworks coexist. 
We have shown that there exist diﬀerent families of logic, with diﬀerent 
expressiveness, which can be used to deﬁne and reason with rules. On the other 
hand, there exist many rule engines, with diﬀerent characteristics, that a user can 
adopt in their projects. In modern applications, such rule engines are currently 
mainly used for two following tasks: 
processing business rules and, as an emerging ﬁeld, reasoning over Semantic 
Web ontologies enhanced with rules [5, 2]. 
The main goal of our survey is to see whether existing rule engines support 
imperfect rules natively, i.e. if the rule engine handles all the inference procedures 
typical of the respective logic. 
Inevitably, however, other aspects have also to been taken into account: 
whether a tool is commercial or freely available, whether it is for an academic 
or industrial use, whether it is just a rule engine or a full ﬂedged Business 
Rule Management System (BRMS), and its execution environment (e.g. Java 
vs. .NET). 
Even limiting our research to mainstream projects3, i.e. general purpose tools 
supported by a some community (to whatever extent), thus discarding several 
student projects and many ad-hoc engines built for speciﬁc applications, we have 
noticed that there are more than two dozens of diﬀerent alternatives, but only 
a few with support for imperfection, and most of these work with fuzzy logic. 
Note that we disregard in this section logical reasoners and other implementa­
tions of probabilistic and possibilistic frameworks which are not rule engines in 
the usual sense. 
Imperfection in Rule-based Systems 
Fuzzy logic is perhaps the easiest type of imperfect logic to implement in a 
rule-based system. Inference in fuzzy logic is a generalization of the boolean case. 
Most importantly, the operators are truth functional, i.e. they just aggregate 
the degrees associated to their operands, so the complexity remains limited. 
However, this still means that a standard rule engine can’t evaluate fuzzy rules 
natively without an extension. Many mainstream BRMSs, both commercial and 
free, include an engine, typically based on the RETE algorithm ([12]), and several 
additional tools giving support for rule management (remote and local), event 
handling, editing and reporting. 
Among them, we can cite InRule, ObjectConnections Common Knowledge, 
Microsoft BizTalk, Fair Isaac’s Blaze Advisor, ILOG JRules, OpenRules, Pe­
gaSystems PegaRules, Open Lexicon, XpertRule KnowledgeBuilder and JBoss 
Drools. 
Adding fuzzy logic (or any other type of logic) to any of these systems would 
require a refactoring of the internal rule engine and, possibly, the rule language, 
neither of which is a simple operation, although such a process is being attempted 
in Drools. 
The mainstream fuzzy-capable systems, instead, are open source rule shells, 
typically originated in an academic context, without many of the additional 
features of BRMSs. The most famous are possibly FuzzyShell, FuzzyClips and 
FuzzyJess; we also know of a commercial data mining tool, Scientio XMLMiner / 
MetaRule, which has fuzzy capabilities. FuzzyJess is one of the most used given 
its Java-oriented nature: it is actually a rewriting of FuzzyCLips, itself an ex­
tension of the CLIPS engine. FuzzyClips, moreover, has the merit of supporting 
two types of imperfection: fuzzy logic and conﬁdence, in the form of certainty 
factors. 
Inevitably, we can’t consider all existing tools, so we preventively apologize for not 
citing or discussion some software. 
3 
The ﬁrst rule-based system to introduce uncertainty in automatic reason­
ing, MYCIN ([7]), adopted imperfect rules annotated with certainty factors to 
model a sort of quality score. The way of handling the factors was not theo­
retically very sound, so later systems used more structured approaches, even if 
the idea of using conﬁdence was further developed (see for example [26]). In 
FuzzyClips, however, they have been introduced in a more coherent way, again 
truth-functional, and their evaluation proceeds in parallel with the evaluation of 
the fuzzy truth degrees of the formulas. Notice that all these fuzzy shells support 
fuzzy logic in the broader sense of the term. 
In contrast, no commercial mainstream rule engine that we are aware of supports 
probabilistic logic. Whereas Bayesian networks have become a very popular tool 
for handling uncertainty and many mature software packages exist which imple­
ment Bayesian networks, hardly any product already supports any of the vari­
ous probabilistic logics, even if recently at least two projects have been started, 
namely Balios and BLOG. 
Interoperability 
One of the limitations of the diﬀerent engines is their using proprietary lan­
guages to write logic formulas and rules in particular. 
However, current Web standards for knowledge representation are not able 
to represent imperfect probabilistic or possibilistic rules. 
To achieve a good degree of interoperation, standards on rule representation 
and interchange are being proposed in the last few years. The Rule Interchange 
Format (RIF) [1] is a proposed W3C standard format for rule representation 
and interchange, based on XML. RuleML [2] is an initiative which develops a 
XML- and RDF- based markup language for rules, with Datalog-rules as the 
core. RuleML uses a modular approach to support diﬀerent rule-based logics 
with diﬀerent types of complexity and expressiveness, in order to promote rule 
interoperability between industry standards. RuleML supports various kinds of 
reasoning engines (e.g., forward vs backward chaining, RETE vs Prolog, . . . ) and 
leaves knowledge engineers the choice of implementation for entities and facts 
(e.g., objects, plain symbols, XML trees, . . . ). RuleML is supported by various 
rules engines, such as jDREW and Mandarax. A combination of the current 
standard ontology language OWL and RuleML is proposed to the W3C in form 
of the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [3]. 
The issues related to the introduction of imperfection in rule languages have 
recently been discussed in [9], where a module for uncertainty and fuzzy reason­
ing with rules is deﬁned. This work is remarkable since it shows that most types 
of imperfect logic can be encoded simply by allowing truth degrees and oper­
ators to be customized using appropriate tags (degree) and attributes (kind). 
Such knowledge, however, should be processed by an engine capable of chang­
ing its conﬁguration at run-time, a task that requires more than the creation 
of a language translator. The extensions proposed in [9] can be integrated into 
RuleML, but also in a preliminary version of the W3C Rule Interchange Format 
(RIF) [1]. Another approach to the integration of rules based on proposed stan­
dards and fuzzy logic is f-SWRL [22]. 
As for probability theory, candidates for future standard languages will possible 
integrate a description logic with rules (in the sense of logic programming) and 
uncertainty reasoning, such as the formal framework proposed in [20]. 
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